of interest to labour archivists and labour historians. In addition, it attempts to provide information on recent acquisitions of labour records at Canadian archives. The Bulletin is published quarterly. Submissions to the Bulletin may be directed to John Bell, Public Archives of Canada, 395 Wellington St., Room 349, Ottawa, K1A 0N3.

Nancy McMahon
Federal Archives Division
Public Archives of Canada


This extremely useful and informative guide, apparently overlooked by archival publications, is a comprehensive guide to nonprofit associations related to librarianship, documentation, information science, and archives. It lists both American and international organizations. The data contained in this volume has been painstakingly compiled from contacts with various associations and augmented by further research.

Divided into two sections, comprising an alphabetical listing of international associations and a geographical listing for American associations, the typical entry provides such information as official name, address, names, and titles of executive officers, staff, language used, as well as a brief description of goals, activities, and other membership details. In total, the guide surveys fifty-nine international and 450 American organizations in which archival associations are well represented. Readers should be cautioned, however, that because no association or organization remains a static entity, some information contained in this 1980 publication is now outdated. Therefore, Canadian archivists will neither be surprised by the inaccurate information contained in the ACA entry nor the absence of its AAQ counterpart. Nonetheless, the volume does contain important Canadian references to related national associations and societies such as the Canadian Association for Information Science, Canadian Information Processing Society, Canadian Library Association, and the Bibliographical Society of Canada.

An appended bibliography of books and journal articles, a list of official journals and selected newspapers, as well as data on cost, circulation, and editor complements the other entries in the volume. Finally, the judicious selection of information, coupled with its convenient arrangement, ensures its usefulness to professionals in the archival and information management fields and we anxiously await a revised edition of this guide.

Rodney Young
Federal Archives Division
Public Archives of Canada